Human Midbrain Participates In Mismatch Detection Without Cognitive Activity Of The Cerebral Cortex: Case Report
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Abstract

Mismatch detection is the process of identification of rare stimuli from a sequence of stimuli. This important cognitive function is usually attributed to the cerebral cortex. To test the human midbrain involvement in sound mismatch detection, we recorded local field potentials in the states of deep anesthesia and clear consciousness from the drainage-electrode implanted in the cerebral aqueduct of an adult patient with an obstructive hydrocephaly who had undergone pineal region tumor removal through anterior interhemispheric transcaldosal approach. We found a significant difference in the state of deep anesthesia at 256-364 ms after hearing a rarely presented sounds compared with frequently presented sounds and equally probable sounds. This difference was not found in the same experiment in the state of clear consciousness. The results suggest that human midbrain participates in mismatch detection and can do it even without cognitive activity of the cerebral cortex. Amplitude-frequency analysis of the midbrain records revealed that propofol affects the electrical activity of both human midbrain and cortex but the level of inhibition of the cortex is 6 times higher than the level of inhibition of the midbrain. We suppose that the human cortex is more susceptible to propofol than the human midbrain.
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Abbreviations
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Introduction

Today it is clear that the cortex is responsible for the basic cognitive functions in humans. However, the existence of some “primitive intelligence” like novelty detection in animals without cerebral cortex [7] and human mismatch negativity in sleep and anesthesia [17] led scientists to new research in this field. On the one hand, the human EEG research showed mismatch in the middle latency response (12–50 ms from sound onset) of auditory evoked potential [28]. On the other hand, the studies on the neurons of the laboratory animals inferior colliculi (IC) suggest that local mechanisms exist in the IC for suppressing neural responses to frequently presented sounds and enhancing responses to rarely presented sounds [3, 10,19,21,40,52,54]. Several studies claimed the novelty detection in the human auditory brainstem and in particular from IC [11,28,65,66], but there is still no direct electrophysiological evidence from the human midbrain.

Brainstem is “hidden” from scalp registration of electrophysiological activity. Therefore, it is very difficult to assess the mesencephalon cognitive activity. The registration of local field potentials (LFP) from deep structures has opened a new window towards the understanding of neural functions of the human midbrain. LFPs represent the aggregate activity of small populations of neurons represented by their extracellular potentials. One of the few articles, dedicated to LFPs from macroelectrodes implanted in periaqueductal grey substance (PAG), suggests that human infant vocalizations are subject to differential processing early in time in the human midbrain in consciousness [50]. This may represent an important first stage in the processing route that facilitates quick reactions to these biologically salient vocalizations.

The present study is aimed to investigate the electrical activity of the midbrain comparing with the cortex during deep propofol anesthesia and clear consciousness, to reveal the functional connectivity between the cortex and auditory brainstem and to explore the involvement of the human midbrain in mismatch detection.

The practical significance of the electrophysiological study of the human auditory midbrain lies in auditory midbrain implants [23,63]. Auditory brainstem implant (ABI) is an electronic device indicated for use when anatomic or functional characteristics do not allow to use of cochlear implant or other hearing technologies, such as fully implantable hearing aids and hearing aids for sound amplification. This is usually the case for individuals with Neurofibromatosis type 2, malformation or agenesis of cochlear nerves and/or cochlea, as well as in cases of cochlea ossification following meningitis.
ABI allow hearing speech and environmental sounds. Results of speech perception vary widely - some studies have only reported increased attention to sound [8,48], while others have shown that ABI users presented sentence recognition results in open context in silence of 10% to 100% [16,23,27]. Nevertheless, further investigation is required for effective ABI placement [46]. Avoiding mismatch detection midbrain areas damage during ABI installation can benefit patients.

Materials And Methods

Patient

Ethical approval of the research methods was obtained from Burdenko Neurosurgery Center Research Ethics Committee. Participation of the patient in study was voluntary and the patient gave the written informed consent to take part in the study. The study included one male patient of 37 years old with tumor of the pineal region with obstructive hydrocephaly who underwent tumor removal through anterior interhemispheric transcallosal approach. Tumor was totally excised and aqueduct was widely opened. After removal of the tumor at the final stage of the operation, a specially developed external ventricular drainage was installed for 24 hours for the purpose of draining cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and preventing possible CSF circulation disorders. Previous study showed the possibility of reliable intraoperative third ventriculostomy and aqueductal lifelong stenting in cases of surgical treatment of midline deep-seated brain tumors [56]. More information about the operation technique is available in the study [47].

Three ring electrodes (the two distal electrodes were recording and the proximal one was indifferent) 3 mm long were attached to the distal end of the drainage 3 mm (between recording electrodes) and 10 mm (between the deepest recording electrode and indifferent electrode) apart (Figure 1). Bipolar montage with distance between electrodes up to 5 mm allows to record LFP. In our study the distance between electrodes was 6.5 mm, but recorded event-related potentials (ERPs) still represented oscillations from brain structures which are close to the recording electrode. Deep electrodes (D1 and D2) positions were controlled by computer tomography (CT) (Figure 1). Cortex potentials were recorded from 19 scalp electrodes located by the 10-20% system (FP1, FP2, F3, F4, F7, F8, Fz, C3, C4, Cz, P3, P4, Pz, T3, T4, T5, T6, O1, O2) using ear indifferent electrodes.

Brain potentials recording

The scalp and midbrain potentials were recorded simultaneously with Neurobotics system (Russia) using notch (50 Hz), high-pass (0.5 Hz) and low-pass (70 Hz) real time filters for online data quality evaluation.

CT was performed during transferring the patient to the intensive care unit after surgery. Aims of CT were verification of the ventricular drainage position and control of postoperative complications. During patient transportation and tomography, continuous propofol (6 mg/kg/hour) administration was performed for the purpose of patient sedation. The scalp and midbrain potentials recording was carried out immediately after patient admission to the intensive care unit. Then the whole complex of intensive care procedures was carried out and vital functions were monitored. The state of consciousness during these procedures is hereinafter referred to as deep anesthesia. No single stimulus or response to it exists that can measure the depth of anesthesia in a clinically or scientifically meaningful way [41]. After performing all the
manipulations and monitoring stabilization, the introduction of propofol was discontinued. Then the dexmedetomidine sedation was carried out to prevent hemodynamic reactions and excite the patient. The starting dose of dexmedetomidine was 1.4 µg/kg/hour. Further, the dose was gradually reduced (every 15 minutes by 25% of the initial dose) until full awakening and exturbation. Patient’s consciousness recovery was evaluated at each step of the sedation by the neuropsychiatrist.

Various auditory stimuli were presented to the patient during brain potentials recording in order to get event-related potentials (ERP). There were two experimental blocks of a 100 stimuli. The first was equiprobability paradigm: 600, 800, 1000 and 2000 Hz tones of a 25 stimuli each. In the state of deep anesthesia record lasted about 3 minutes. The second was two-tone oddball paradigm: 20 tones of 600 Hz and 80 tones of 800 Hz [57]. The volume of all sounds was 76 dB. In the state of deep anesthesia record lasted about 2 minutes. ERPs were recorded without any instruction (in passive conditions). The auditory stimuli intensity and the rate of stimulus presentation remained constant throughout the study.

Data analysis

Brain activity was analyzed with MATLAB (R2015b, Math Works, USA) Brainstorm toolbox. Statistical analysis was performed with STATISTIKA10 software. Band-pass filter (0.5-49 Hz) was initially applied to all records. Heartbreaks were removed from deep anesthesia records with signal-space projection (SSP) approach. Bad channels were also removed from the records: T3 and T5 from deep anesthesia records, F7 and F8 from clear consciousness records. Brain activity records were subject to visual and amplitude-frequency analysis. Burst suppression ratio was counted for deep anesthesia records. The burst suppression ratio is a number between 0 and 1 which measures the fraction of time in a given time interval that the electroencephalogram is suppressed [59,60,61].

For amplitude-frequency (A-F) analysis, each record was cut into sections of two seconds. No artifact sections were selected. Then A-F spectra of all sections were put together in order to get amplitude distributions for each frequency. The resulting amplitude distributions for each frequency turned out to be abnormal (p-value<0,05 of Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Lilliefors and Shapiro-Wilk’s test for normality). Hence we used medians for plotting. Similarity of cortex and midbrain A-F spectra was estimated with Mann-Whitney U test.

Quality of recording sites containing auditory stimuli was visually evaluated. Artifact sections were excluded from the study. Responses for each type of stimuli were averaged separately. The time domain of ERP included 100 ms of a pre-stimulus signal (baseline) and 500 ms of a post-stimulus signal. Additionally, 20 random recording sections were averaged in order to evaluate the noise level of ERP signal. Amplitudes and latencies of N60, P80, N120, P150 peaks of deep anesthesia were evaluated. Similarity of midbrain ERPs in the state of deep anesthesia was estimated with Mann-Whitney U test.

Functional connectivity of the brain signals between all pairs of electrodes was estimated using Bivariate Granger causality [47]. The value of model order n=10 (not greater than 5 frequency peaks in the spectrum assumed). It is widespread and used in the Brainstorm toolbox as default. Granger causality charts were visually analyzed for density and predominant
direction of links.

Figure 1: A – Schematic presentation of drainage-electrode. B – Postoperative CT scans demonstrating correct position of the drainage-electrode in the cerebral aqueduct.

Results
Amplitude-frequency spectra
In the state of deep anesthesia, the cortex activity was divided into bursts and suppressions (Figure 2). The bursts were rare and mostly consisted of alpha rhythm (12 Hz). The suppressions covered larger part of the recordings of cortex activity and had lower amplitude than alpha rhythm of bursts. Burst suppression ratio was approximately 0.92. In clear consciousness, records were monotonous.

Figure 2: EEG from the midbrain (D1 and D2) and the scalp (other sites). A – the state of deep anesthesia (propofol 6 mg/kg/hour), scale 12 μV/sec. B – the state of clear consciousness, scale 180 μV/sec.
In the state of deep anesthesia, the activity recorded from scalp electrodes was lower amplitude comparing with deep electrodes and there were no dominant frequencies (peaks on the spectrum) (Figure 3). The greatest amplitude of brain activity in the clear consciousness was observed in the theta frequency range (5-8 Hz). Furthermore, the shape of amplitude-frequency spectrum of cortex activity was quite similar to shape of midbrain’s amplitude-frequency spectrum in theta frequency range in consciousness (3-6 Hz).

The activity of the cortex changed most radically from deep anesthesia to clear consciousness (Figure 3). Its average amplitude increased by 29 times while the midbrain’s average amplitude increased only by 5 times.

**Figure 3:** Amplitude-frequency spectra of cortex and midbrain activity in the state of deep anesthesia (dose of propofol 6 mg/kg/hour) and clear consciousness.

**ERP and Granger causality**

In the state of deep anesthesia, amplitude and shape of cortex ERP were close to noise or even below noise level (Figure 4). There were no peaks observed. But ERP from deep electrodes had very different shape and a lot of easily detected peaks (Figure 4). Midbrain ERP included onset of the tone part (peaks N60 and P80) and part specific to the frequency of the tone (latency around 100-200 ms). Peaks N60 and P80 had the similar latency at all ERPs in anesthesia (Table 1). The latencies of frequency-specific part were similar at 800 Hz and 600 Hz in both paradigms: oddball and equiprobability (Figure 4). On the contrary, the difference in amplitudes of N120 and P150 peaks was larger in oddball paradigm (Table 1). This difference was 3 times larger in response to rare tone of oddball paradigm than to equiprobability tone of 600 Hz and 1.2 times larger in response to frequent tone of oddball paradigm than to equiprobability tone of 800 Hz. Also in equiprobability paradigm, the difference in amplitudes of N120 and P150 peaks was larger in responses to low sounds (600 and 800 Hz) than high sounds (1000 and 2000 Hz). In addition, the response to the rare tone of oddball paradigm included a unique peak with latency 256-364 ms.

In clear consciousness, cortex ERPs were more monotonous and more traditional (Figure 4). There were only N100 peak
clearly detected in scalp ERP in response to 1000 and 2000 Hz and P300 peak in response to rare tones. The largest P300 response was observed on FP1 and FP2 scalp sites. Midbrain ERPs showed greater amplitude than those in the state of deep anesthesia were (Figure 5). There was no rare tone unique peak but frequency-specific peaks remained predominantly in response to 600 Hz and frequent tone (Figure 5 C and D).

Mann-Whitney U-test with ERP from D1 and D2 electrodes showed the insignificant difference between signals from these electrodes (Table 1). In addition, p-value in clear consciousness was higher than in the state of deep anesthesia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>paradigm</th>
<th>probability of tone’s occurrence</th>
<th>frequency of the tone</th>
<th>latency of N60, ms</th>
<th>amplitude of N60, µV</th>
<th>latency of P80, ms</th>
<th>amplitude of P80, µV</th>
<th>∆ of amplitudes, µV</th>
<th>latency of N120, ms</th>
<th>amplitude of N120, µV</th>
<th>latency of P150, ms</th>
<th>amplitude of P150, µV</th>
<th>∆ of amplitudes, µV</th>
<th>p-value, propofol 5 ml</th>
<th>p-value, clear consciousness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>oddball</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>600 Hz</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0,0487</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0,6809</td>
<td>0,6320</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0,1614</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>1,1354</td>
<td>0,9546</td>
<td>0,5783</td>
<td>0,9566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equiprobability</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>600 Hz</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0,6333</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1,6551</td>
<td>1,0218</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0,0416</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>0,3885</td>
<td>0,3462</td>
<td>0,5103</td>
<td>0,9658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oddball</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>800 Hz</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>-0,5401</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0,0668</td>
<td>0,6066</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>-1,2098</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>0,8634</td>
<td>2,0724</td>
<td>0,5578</td>
<td>0,0488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equiprobability</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>800 Hz</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>-0,6978</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0,6723</td>
<td>1,3761</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>-1,4099</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>0,3051</td>
<td>1,7066</td>
<td>0,5258</td>
<td>0,9371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equiprobability</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>1000 Hz</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>-0,5051</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0,3138</td>
<td>0,8189</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>-0,2991</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0,2599</td>
<td>0,5099</td>
<td>0,9022</td>
<td>0,9103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equiprobability</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>2000 Hz</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-0,6703</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0,0126</td>
<td>0,6919</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>0,4955</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>0,5971</td>
<td>0,1023</td>
<td>0,8844</td>
<td>0,9526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Characteristic of ERP in the state of deep anesthesia
Figure 4: ERPs recorded with deep (red lines) and scalp (black or multicolor lines) electrodes. A – rare tone (oddball paradigm) in the state of deep anesthesia. B – tone of 600 Hz (equiprobability paradigm) in the state of deep anesthesia. C – frequent tone (oddball paradigm) in the state of deep anesthesia. D - tone of 800 Hz (equiprobability paradigm) in the
In the state of deep anesthesia, Granger causality showed the predominant number of connections from the midbrain to the cortex sites compared with number of connections from the cortex to the midbrain at the latency of rare-tone special peak (256-364 ms). The number of cortex-to-cortex connections was close to equiprobability tone of 600 Hz and the noise level (Figure 6).
In clear consciousness, Granger causality showed large number of connections from the frontal sites to other cortex sites compared to noise level at the latency of cortex P300 peak (200-400 ms). The midbrain sites were connected with each other from lower sensor (D1) to upper sensor (D2). The number of cortex-to-cortex connections in the responses to rare tone and equiprobability tone of 800 Hz was higher compared to noise level (Figure 6).

**Figure 6:** Functional connections between all pairs of sites charts based on Bivariate Granger causality method. Causality direction – from red to blue color of lines. Bi-directional links are marked with green color of lines. Distance filtering 0 mm. A - rare tone (oddball paradigm) in the state of deep anesthesia (the latency of rare tone special peak 256-364 ms, intensity trash 101-102). B - tone of 600 Hz (equiprobability paradigm) in the state of deep anesthesia (the latency of rare tone special peak 256-364 ms, intensity trash 101-102). C – noise in the state of deep anesthesia (the latency of rare tone special peak 256-364 ms, intensity trash 101-102). D - rare tone (oddball paradigm) in clear consciousness (the latency of P300 cortex peak 200-400 ms, intensity trash 1,91-1,95). E - tone of 600 Hz (equiprobability paradigm) in clear consciousness (the latency of P300 cortex peak 200-400 ms, intensity trash 1,91-1,95). F - noise in clear consciousness (the latency of P300 cortex peak 200-400 ms, intensity trash 1,91-1,95).

**Discussion**

**Limitations of the experimental methods**

There was no possibility to check the results in healthy subjects. So in this case report we investigated individual data instead of comparing with the control group. The published articles about healthy human auditory midbrain functioning in propofol-induced loss of consciousness are represented by contradictory positron emission tomography (PET) studies [25,33].

Deep electrodes were located in close proximity to the midbrain tissue. Scalp electrodes, on the other hand, received a
signal from the cortex through many layers of other tissues (skull bones, skin, etc.). Also deep and scalp electrodes had different reference electrodes. For these reasons, we decided not to compare the absolute values of the midbrain amplitudes and values of the cortex amplitudes signals but to focus on amplitude dynamics difference.

The CT scan resolution does not allow us to determine the exact positions of the deep electrodes relative to the structures of the midbrain. We can only claim that recorded deep electrodes were in the aqueductus cerebry near the border with the fourth ventricle. Therefore, the nature of electrophysiological signal from deep electrodes can be established by ERP analysis.

The total duration of records in the state of deep anesthesia did not exceeded 10 minutes. This allows us to assume that the EEG in the state of deep anesthesia was recorded in the steady state of the brain. Contribution of consciousness recovery in the obtained data was not significant.

**Propofol anesthesia features**

Propofol, the most widely administered anesthetic agent, is used as an induction agent for sedation and maintenance of general anesthesia [55]. Propofol binds post-synaptically to gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) type A receptors where it induces an inward chloride current, which hyperpolarizes the post-synaptic neurons thus leading to inhibition [4,25]. In the cortex, propofol induces inhibition by enhancing GABA-mediated inhibition of pyramidal neurons [4]. Propofol decreases excitatory inputs from the thalamus to the cortex by enhancing GABAergic inhibition at the thalamic reticular nucleus, a network that provides important inhibitory control of thalamic output to the cortex [59]. Propofol also enhances inhibition in the midbrain at the GABAergic projections from the pre-optic area of the hypothalamus to the brainstem arousal centers: pedunculopontine tegmental, nucleus and the lateral dorsal tegmental nucleus, the locus ceruleus, the dorsal raphe nucleus and ventral periaqueductal grey substance [9]. The target areas of the dorsal raphe nucleus include the entire cerebral cortex, thalamus, hippocampus, amygdala, cerebellum, and numerous brainstem nuclei [69]. There are direct noradrenergic projections from the locus coeruleus to most of the cortical mantle [43,51]. The cholinergic nuclei which include the laterodorsal tegmental nucleus and the cholinergic portion of the pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus project to several thalamic nuclei including the reticular nucleus of the thalamus [49,67], and to basal forebrain regions such as the substantia innominata [44]. When delivered in a sufficiently high dose, i.e. deep anesthesia, propofol induces burst suppression in cortex EEG [1,15].

**Amplitude-frequency analysis**

The difference in amplitude of the IC electrical activity between consciousness and anesthesia was less than the difference in amplitude of the cortex electrical activity nearly by 6 times. It means that the human cortex is more susceptible to propofol than the midbrain. This fact can be explained by the direct effect of propofol on the cortical pyramidal neurons and the anatomical connections of the propofol target subcortical structures [59]. The predominant number of these connections are ascending and activating so their inhibition automatically reduces activity of the cortex. Therefore, midbrain receives less top-down signals from the cortex and is not exited by midbrain reticular formation neuronal
collaterals.

The greatest amplitude of cortex and midbrain activity in consciousness was observed in the theta frequency range (5-8 Hz). An increase in theta amplitude is common for the scalp EEG in case of brain lesions and correlates with the volume of the edema [24].

The similarity of the shapes of amplitude-frequency spectra from the deep and scalp electrodes is highest in the theta frequency range (3-6 Hz) too. The medial septum and diagonal band of Broca area are assumed to be the pacemaker of theta rhythm [30,35,36,38,68]. The predominant number of hypothesis of genesis of alpha rhythm based on thalamocortical system [2] or cerebral cortex only [37]. Beta activity is associated with motor and premotor cortex, the basal ganglia, the cerebellum [22]. So all the sources of alpha and beta activity are far from the deep electrodes and above it. Their signals must be filtered using depth reference electrode. On the contrary, the medial septum and diagonal band of Broca area are away from the brainstem axis. Thus, the signal from this source reached both deep and scalp electrodes equally well.

ERPs

N100 and P300 reflect the presence of cognitive processes (orienting processes, attention and stimulus classification) in the cortex in clear consciousness [18,45,70]. On the contrary, the absence of cortex ERPs in the state of deep anesthesia indicates cognitive inactivity of the cortex.

The fact of ERPs presence in midbrain and absence in the cortex also points to higher resistance of the midbrain structures to the propofol anesthesia.

Unexpectedly, midbrain ERPs clearly appeared in the state of deep anesthesia on the time interval 50-400 ms. Scalp recorded (vertex-mastoid) brainstem potentials usually situate in the first 8-15 ms of ERP and have a different shape [6,31,55]. Some papers revealed the invariability of the brainstem components of ERP in anesthesia with standard concentrations of propofol [64,71]. On the contrary, the predominant number of publications show dose dependent increase in the latencies of the brainstem auditory evoked response during propofol anesthesia [13,14,58]. The large increase in ERPs latencies confirms the effect of propofol on the midbrain activity. On the other hand, the presence of some frequency-specific peaks (50-200 ms) in midbrain ERPs in the state of clear consciousness was due to slowing the activity of the auditory brainstem structures because of the edema after surgery.

Unfortunately, there is no propofol bolus (deep propofol anesthesia) ERP data in literature.

According to the recent research, there is also a top–down influence of the cortex on the midbrain in the unanaesthetized brain, which is called meta-adaptation [62]. Meta-adaptation is the rapid adaptation of the auditory midbrain to complex sound environment. It decreases with inactivation of the auditory cortex. An absence of meta-adaptation could also contribute to increase of brainstem latencies.
The similarity of midbrain ERPs points to the location of the generating structures between two deep electrodes. It means that the structures are up to 6 mm long. The frequency-specific part indicates that this structure belongs to the auditory system. Based on these facts, we suppose that the recorded deep ERPs had inferior colliculus (IC) origin [34].

The values of amplitudes of frequency-specific parts of deep ERPs in equiprobability paradigm are consistent with experiments on awake monkey neurons [10]. In that study, the prevalence of low frequency (<2000 Hz) tuning neurons in IC was found. In our study the response to low tones was stronger comparing with high tones. There was also information about neurons on the periphery of the responsive area, which showed little or no tuning to tone frequency. The existence of such cells in IC may be important for rare tone unique peak generation.

The most unexpected was a rare tone unique peak with latency 256-364 ms. Several studies claimed the novelty detection in the human auditory brainstem and in particular from IC [11,28,65,66], but there is still no direct electrophysiological evidence from the exact structure of the human midbrain. However, in electrophysiological mammalian experiments a stimulus-specific adaptation (SSA) was shown in IC [19,21,40,54]. SSA is a form of short-term plasticity, a reduction in neural response to a repeated sound. Neurons with rapid and obvious SSA do not respond to repeating sound but recover their excitability very fast when frequency of the tone is changed [21]. SSA takes place in neurons of IC and serves as a basis for detection of novel sounds. A rare tone unique peak could be generated by IC cells that show little or no tuning to tone frequency [10].

However, fuzzy outlines of rare tone unique peak could be seen at 2000 Hz midbrain ERPs of equiprobability paradigm. This fact can be explained by higher subjective loudness of 2000 Hz tone comparing with 600, 800 and 1000 Hz with the same sound pressure level due to the features of transmission through the middle ear [26,42]. For this reason, the 2000 Hz tones could be deviant in volume in the paradigm of equally probable frequencies.

Moreover, the higher difference in amplitudes of N120 and P150 peaks in oddball paradigm showed the activation of more IC frequency tuning neurons in response to a more difficult task (especially in response to rarely presented sounds).

However, the presence of midbrain ERP peaks during deep anesthesia remains unclear. Propofol binds post-synaptically to GABA_\textsubscript{A} receptors and enhances GABA-mediated inhibition [4,29]. Several studies have thoroughly unraveled the role of GABAergic inhibition in subcortical mismatch detection using the microiontophoresis technique [12]. Subcortical mismatch detection is modulated by a gain-control mechanism mediated by GABA_\textsubscript{A} receptors that facilitates the relative saliency of rare auditory events over the frequent ones, as in the so-called iceberg effect [53]. The iceberg effect describes the observation whereby the spike output of a neuron under inhibition is more sharply tuned than the underlying membrane potential because only the strongest excitatory input sufficiently depolarizes the membrane to reach threshold for spike generation [32]. Thus, the enhancement of GABA_\textsubscript{A}-mediated inhibition increases SSA level [20]. On the other hand, propofol affects not only the IC but other brainstem structures as well. For example, pedunculopontine tegmental, nucleus and the lateral dorsal tegmental nucleus, the locus ceruleus, the dorsal raphe nucleus and ventral periaqueductal grey substance [9]. These brainstem arousal centers were silent during anesthesia but their electrical activity could stifle the IC
activity in clear consciousness.

Nevertheless, there is a possibility that the rare tone unique peak occurs for other reasons not related to deviance detection.

Cortex-brainstem interaction
The predominant number of Granger connections from brainstem to cortex in rare tone ERP on the time interval of rare tone unique peak (256-364 ms) points to midbrain-(frontal and central) cortex axis conductivity of brain tissues during deep anesthesia. There were no connections from brainstem to cortex in 600 Hz of equiprobability paradigm ERP and in noise ERP on the same time interval because there no prominent peak. The equal amount of cortex-to-cortex connections in two experimental paradigms and in noise ERP indicates the presence of similar minimal activity of the cortex, which serves to survival, in these three cases. The noise ERP connections were random.

In clear consciousness in rare tone ERP the majority of cortex-to-cortex connections was from frontal sites to other scalp sites. Such a distribution of cortex-to-cortex connections on the time interval of P300 (200-400 ms) reflects stimulus-driven frontal attention mechanisms during task processing [57]. The midbrain had only one connection: from lower to upper electrode, which shows possible conducting background auditory information from the IC to the cortex. Lower number of cortex-to-cortex connections in noise ERP comparing with experimental ERPs shows activation of the cortex in response to all types of sounds.

Conclusion
The data obtained suppose that:

1. The propofol affects the electrical activity of both human midbrain and cortex but the level of inhibition of the cortex by 6 times higher than the level of inhibition of the midbrain.
2. Human midbrain participates in mismatch detection and can do it even without the cognitive activity of cerebral cortex.
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